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Even though many transnational histories of the nuclear arms race have been written, Kate Brown provides the first
definitive account of the great plutonium disasters of america and the Soviet Union. In four years, the Hanford plant
near Richland and the Maiak plant near Ozersk each issued at least 200 million curies of radioactive isotopes into the
encircling environment--equaling four Chernobyls--laying waste to hundreds of square kilometers and contaminating
rivers, fields, forests, and food supplies. To consist of secrets, American and Soviet leaders made
plutopias--communities of nuclear households living in highly-subsidized, limited-gain access to atomic cities. Fully
employed and medically monitored, the residents of Richland and Ozersk loved all the pleasures of customer society,
while close by, migrants, prisoners, and soldiers were banned from plutopia--they lived in temporary "staging grounds"
and frequently performed the most harmful work at the plant. Plutopia was effective because in its zoned-off isolation it
appeared to deliver the claims of the American dream and Soviet communism; In Plutopia, Dark brown draws on official
information and dozens of interviews to inform the extraordinary stories of Richland, Washington and Ozersk, Russia-the
initial two towns in the world to produce plutonium. in reality, it concealed disasters that stay highly unstable and
threatening today. Brown implies that the plants' segregation of long term and temporary workers and of nuclear and
non-nuclear zones created a bubble of immunity, where dumps and incidents had been glossed over and plant managers
freely embezzled and polluted. Due to the decades of secrecy, downwind and downriver neighbors of the plutonium plant
life had difficulty proving what they suspected, that the rash of ailments, cancers, and birth defects within their
communities were caused by the vegetation' radioactive emissions. An untold and profoundly important little bit of Cold
War background, Plutopia invites visitors to consider the nuclear footprint left by the arms race and the enormous price
of spending money on it.
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Who can make a bigger Plutonium disaster mess in their country? A story which needed to be told. Necessary Reading
for All Americans We felt sorrow for the a large number of residents suffering for the reason for paranoia because of the
US and Soviet governments. . Great Transnational History of the Costs of the Nuclear Hands Race! Some of the evidence,
to be sure, is anecdotal, however Brown has managed to record her assertions and is usually to be commended as a
brave historian for attacking a study into a part of history that lots of would wish to remain unfamiliar. Having spent a
good section of the past twenty years journeying in Russia and seeing the fear of modern Russians that the walls still
"have ears" demonstrates the amount of difficulty Brown must have had to gain the confidence of people there in
informing this story, not forgetting similar problems in the U.S plutonium city in Washington’s Columbia Basin. Really
interesting and unique I love these stories that go over the nuclear history. Both the United States and the Soviet Union
built Plutonium manufacturing plant life and their supporting cities. The production of plutonium is a oft-forgotten little
bit of the global conflicts which have long shaped multiple societies. Social engineering at its greatest/worse: whether
in Russia or in america Brown's concept is brilliant: put hand and hand US and Russian nuclear fuel secret production
metropolitan areas.The book carries an activistic tone, but simultaneously reliably articulates the histories of two
(amazingly similar) communities, Richland in Washington State, and Ozersk in the Ural mountains.Dark brown
constructs local histories which weave collectively into an intriguing global tapestry. Brown intricately illustrates how,
as radiation mutated bodies and landscapes, the production of plutonium mutated cultures. Well worth reading. History
the US government would rather forget.Disappointing in a few respects as this book just adds to my distrust of our
authorities. This book can be an interesting, illuminating read that details the negligence of American and Russian
government nuclear programs and their reckless dumping of radionuclides into unwitting nearby communities. This book
does a fantastic job documenting the way the US and Russian governments "handled" the exposure of their residents
and their various attempts to disregard and bully ill workers and citizens into quiet submission.If you are from an
Eastern Washington family members and you wonder why fifty percent of the people in your family over the age of 50
experienced thyroid malignancy.... The orderly prosperity of plutopia led most eyewitnesses to overlook the radioactive
waste mounting around them” (pg. A very important book I have done Hanford issues for 25 years, helping
whistleblowers, unwell workers, and trying to influence the cleanup to move in a productive direction. I have also been
to many of the previous Soviet nuclear sites, including Mayak on five different occasions. Kate Brown's book captures
not only the history, the tales, and realities, but poses some interesting and insightful perspectives on both cities and
bomb factories. She's pulled together a huge amount of info and distilled it into a readable, interesting reserve which
most of us who live in the nuclear age group should read. This publication talks about the building of the plants, the elite
way of life of the researchers and technicians that lived in these cities compared to their other country men, the nuclear
accidents and disasters that contaminated the surrounding countrysides, and the long term adverse effects still taking
place today. She continues, “As the Cold War promises of affluence, upward mobility, and the independence to take
materialized in plutopia, anxious occupants gradually came to trust their leaders, the protection of their plant life, and
the rightness of their nationwide cause..In light of current events, Snowden et. This book will be left unfinished and I'll
stick with authors like Richard Rhodes who's scholarship and function ethic are unimpeachable. this book illustrates
how much we require to keep an eye on our (the US Govenment) leaders.. They'll reward a few contractors and people,
turn on the PR machine, but actually many people are cannon fodder., particularly among people still residing in and
near Hanford. That one tries to give a good voice of narration, and it seems to succeed in telling a story that catches the
reader's ear. That one also heavily focuses on the Soviet Unions program and gets the one overview of Hanford that I
have read, so actually interesting to hear the stories of the people that organized the programs. This book will be left
unfinished and I'll stick to authors like Richard Rhodes who's scholarship and work ethic are unimpeachable On page
126 Ms. Brown identifies "Navy Brigadier General W. She argues that the U. Tompkins".S. That is outlandish. I'm not a
stickler for 100% accuracy but anyone who's writing about the Manhattan Project and has not done enough history
reading to know the difference between Army and Navy ranks must go back to school. I now recognize that this is an
writer who simply isn't qualified to write upon this important subject. Reading up to web page 126 I had an evergrowing
unease with how the information had been presented and the claims the author was making.al. In this refreshing



inquisitive work, Kate Dark brown illustrates that the tragedy and ingenuity wrapped up in this colossally dangerous
process shouldn't depart from any related narrative. The parallels are perfect. Among the striking similarities she
demonstrates is definitely that American and Soviet authorities chose identical locations for their Plutopias; whether in
Russia or US. There are therefore many facets to this book, it is hard to provide a true explanation of its depth. I'll
select one: beyond the most obvious "make atomic energy no matter what", there may be the idea of planned
communities. Check-out "Invented Edens" from Kargon & Molella and "Hoover Dam" from Stevens. Four Stars Thorough
The same disregard for the welfare of encircling communities, the same resulting environmental disaster. Although
some Americans and also Russians dispute the incidents and cover-ups, you can just surmise that they were so
patriotically blinded by their participation as to deny anything which besmirched their remembrances of the
applications and their lives in the secret cities. In “Plutopia: Nuclear Families, Atomic Metropolitan areas, and the
fantastic Soviet and American Plutonium Disasters”, Kate Dark brown writes, “To entice workers to consent to the risks
and sacrifices involved in plutonium production, American and Soviet nuclear leaders created something fresh – plutopia.
Plutopia’s exclusive, limited-access, aspirational communities happy most desires of American and Soviet postwar
societies. tragically this book may be of interest for you. Her Plutopias had been carefully planned firm towns, that
foreshadowed the suburbia that spread over the U. This reserve and others I have recently read made me understand, as
a child of the 1950's, the depth of the deception the US Government displayed. A lot of detail but under no
circumstances a boring read Five Stars This is a very interesting book about history. 5). Brown requires a transnational
approach in her examination, writing, “I place the plutonium communities alongside each other showing how plutonium
bound lives jointly over the Cold War divide. "We all have been citizens of Plutopia" In her publication, Plutopia: Nuclear
Families, Atomic Cities, and the Great Soviet and American Plutonium Disasters, University of Maryland history
professor Kate Brown, has crafted a unique comparative history of Cold War plutonium production in two towns,
Plutopias, dedicated to its creation, one in the usa and the other in the Soviet Union. 4). Any person who statements to
be an "academic historian" and can make this sort of glaring, inexcusable mistake merely can't be trusted to provide
any truthful, accurate info. (16) (117) Actually, Brownish notes that Soviet authorities utilized aerial photos of the U.F.S
and Soviet Plutopias were more similar than different. More importantly, she argues that the aftereffects of Plutopias
are around today, in our bodies, and in our environment. Same secrecy, same manner to attract visitors to work in a
town that officially doesn't can be found. those with sparse populations, poor agricultural leads, and abundant flowing
water. in the postwar era.S. (99) Another similarity may be the appalling lack of knowledge about the human
implications of exposure to plutonium, specifically of ingesting the compound. Well-researched and written Kate Brown
did the extremely difficult, using vast documents of information lengthy classified in America and the former USSR to
plumb the depths of the secrecy and the cover-ups mixed up in pursuit of plutonium for weapons creation. Shocking The
government doesn't really care about the people's health.. not surprised that this happened it really is still quite
amazing that it did While not really surprised that all this happened it really is still fairly amazing that it did. As plutopia
matured, citizens gave up their civil and biological rights for consumer privileges” (pg. Brown goes in depth in the public
engineering of solitary purpose metropolitan areas and how, ultimately, they are incompatible with the idea of personal
freedom;
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